Complex control of mouse apolipoprotein B gene expression revealed by targeted duplication.
An elevated plasma level of apolipoprotein B-containing lipoproteins is a risk factor for atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease. Subtle genetic abnormalities in gene expression including an increased expression of the APOB gene may play an important role in determining overall risk. In an attempt to increase mouse Apob expression, we used gene targeting and duplicated approximately 65 kb of genomic DNA containing the Apob locus in its natural genomic position in mice. While we successfully generated mice carrying the Apob gene duplication, the amount of the total Apob mRNA was not increased in their liver. In the intestine, total Apob mRNA was reduced to half of the wild-type mice. Plasma lipids in the Apob duplication mice were not altered. Expression analyses showed that the proximal Apob gene in the duplicated locus was preferentially expressed in both tissues suggesting a limitation of tissue-specific enhancer function. The previously characterized distant intestinal control element was not duplicated, explaining the unequal ratio of intestinal Apob expression. While the existence of an additional liver-specific enhancer element is unknown, our findings suggest the presence of an additional enhancer outside the duplicated region, and that Apob gene expression is more complicated than previously thought.